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Morphology of the Denisovan phalanx closer to
modern humans than to Neanderthals
E. Andrew Bennett1*†, Isabelle Crevecoeur2*†, Bence Viola3,4*†, Anatoly P. Derevianko4,5,
Michael V. Shunkov4,6, Thierry Grange1, Bruno Maureille2, Eva-Maria Geigl1†

A fully sequenced high-quality genome has revealed in 2010 the existence of a human population in Asia, the
Denisovans, related to and contemporaneous with Neanderthals. Only five skeletal remains are known from
Denisovans, mostly molars; the proximal fragment of a fifth finger phalanx used to generate the genome,
however, was too incomplete to yield useful morphological information. Here, we demonstrate through ancient
DNA analysis that a distal fragment of a fifth finger phalanx from the Denisova Cave is the larger, missing part
of this phalanx. Our morphometric analysis shows that its dimensions and shape are within the variability of
Homo sapiens and distinct from the Neanderthal fifth finger phalanges. Thus, unlike Denisovan molars, which
display archaic characteristics not found in modern humans, the only morphologically informative Denisovan
postcranial bone identified to date is suggested here to be plesiomorphic and shared between Denisovans and
modern humans.
INTRODUCTION
In 2010, a small fragment of a finger phalanx recovered from the
Denisova Cave (Denisova 3) in southern Siberia yielded a mitochondrial
and a draft genomic sequence that changed our view of the evolution of
the Late Pleistocene hominin lineages in Eurasia (1, 2), revealing a pre-
viously unknown archaic human population. The phylogenetic analysis
of the Denisova 3 mitogenome yielded a divergence date from the an-
cestors of Homo sapiens and Neanderthals of around 1 million years
(Ma) ago (1.3 to 0.7 Ma ago) (1, 3, 4), i.e., much earlier than the mito-
genomes of the Neanderthals from the Late Pleistocene that diverged
about 500 thousand years (ka) ago [690 to 350 ka ago; (3)] (Fig. 1).
The nuclear genome, however, suggests a much more recent common
ancestor between European Neanderthals (Vindija) and Denisovans
dating to around 400 ka ago [440 to 390 ka ago; (5)], characterizing
Denisovans as a sister group to Neanderthals (3, 5–8) (Fig. 1). Later,
traces of an even more archaic human have been identified in the
Denisova 3 nuclear genome (7), and a mitochondrial sequence re-
lated to that of Denisova 3 has been found in a ca. 400,000-year-old
specimen from Sima de los Huesos (Spain), the nuclear genome
of which is more closely related to Neanderthals than to Denisovans
(3, 9). Together, these data suggest that the Denisovan mitogenome
was either replaced with that of a more archaic human following an ad-
mixture event or represents the mitogenome of the common ancestors
of Neanderthals andDenisovans before its replacement in the lineage of
the Late PleistoceneNeanderthals (Fig. 1) (2–4, 9–10). Themitogenome
of the late Neanderthals either could result from an introgression (i.e.,
replacement of the mitogenome following admixture) from early ana-
tomically modern humans (AMHs) early after the separation of the
AMH and Neanderthal populations, as proposed in one study (4), or
could be due to incomplete lineage sorting given the uncertainties in
the methods to estimate the dates and the wide confidence intervals
of the dates proposed (Fig. 1). Furthermore, the comparison of the
Denisova 3 nuclear genome with the genomic sequence of a roughly
100,000-year-old Neanderthal from the Denisova Cave revealed that
Denisovans had also experienced gene flow from a Neanderthal popu-
lation (Fig. 1) (7). Recently, a bone fragment, also from the Denisova
Cave, has been found, through genomic analysis, to belong to a fe-
male individual that was the F1 hybrid of a Neanderthal mother and
a Denisovan father (11). Her maternal Neanderthal contribution is
more closely related to the genome of the 40,000-year-old European
Neanderthal from Vindija (5) than to that of the ~100,000-year-old
Neanderthal from the Denisova Cave. Furthermore, the paternal
Denisovan genome of the hybrid appears to bear traces of an ancient
Neanderthal admixture (11). These data indicate that gene flowbetween
Neanderthals and Denisovans was not a rare occurrence.

Molecular dating methods based on mitochondrial sequences indi-
cate that Denisovans must have inhabited the Altai region for over tens
of thousands of years (12, 13). Despite the fact that all Denisovan mito-
chondrial sequences come from the same archeological site, Denisova
Cave, the mitochondrial diversity of Denisovans is higher than that of
Neanderthals spanning from Spain to the Caucasus (12). As inferred
from the high-coverage Denisova 3 genome, the Altai population
of Denisovans is characterized by low nuclear genome diversity,
consistent with a prolonged small population size (10). Neanderthal
populations also appeared to have been small, as assessed through
the analysis of both the Altai and the Vindija genomes (5, 7). On
the basis of the modeling, it has been proposed that despite reduced
nuclear diversity of the individual local populations, the overall nuclear
diversity of the Neanderthal metapopulation was higher (8), although
this point remains under discussion as it varies with the modeling
methods (6, 14). The extent of the Denisovan metapopulation diversity
is still awaiting genomic characterization of remains originating from
beyond the Denisova Cave, but the presence of Denisovan ancestry in
modern human genomes suggests that there were at least two distinct
Denisovan populations (15). Indeed, the comparison of the genomic
sequence of Denisova 3 with the genomes of present-day humans has
revealed interbreeding betweenDenisovans and early AMHs ances-
tral to present-day human populations not only in Southeast Asia,
above all in Melanesians, but also in mainland East Asia (e.g., 15–18).
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The Denisovan ancestry in Melanesians appears to originate from a
Denisovan population distantly related to that of the Denisova 3 spec-
imen, and a similar ancestry can also be found in East Asia, particularly
in Chinese and Japanese (15). In East Asians, a second Denisovan in-
trogression from a Denisovan population more closely related to the
Denisova 3 specimen was also detected (15). In some cases, the in-
trogression proved to be adaptive, for example, in Tibetans (19) and
Inuits (20).

The distribution and diversity of Denisovan DNA in present-day
human populations suggest that Denisovans were once widely distrib-
uted throughout Asia (15, 18). This evidence stands in contrast to the
scarcity of unambiguously identified remains and of associated char-
acteristic morphological features. What little morphological informa-
tion that is available comes from a mandible from Xiahe on the
Tibetan Plateau and three teeth from the Denisova Cave (2, 12, 13, 21).
Denisovan mitochondrial genome sequences and low amounts of nu-
clear DNA have been recovered from a deciduous molar (Denisova 2)
and two large-sized permanent molars (Denisova 4 and 8) (1, 12, 13),
while the mandible has been identified as Denisovan based on proteo-
mic information (21). Themorphology of the Xiahemandible is similar
to that of theMiddle Pleistocene specimens, such as theChinese Lantian
and Zhoukoudian, with features of the dental arcade shape that
separate it fromHomo erectus (21). It harbors some traits reminiscent
of Neanderthals, while other Neanderthal-specific features are lacking
(21). Thus, the rareDenisovan human remains identified to date show
affinity to Middle Pleistocene hominins (2, 12, 13), particularly to those
Bennett et al., Sci. Adv. 2019;5 : eaaw3950 4 September 2019
from China (21) and, to a lesser extent, to the Neanderthal lineage
(12). The permanent molars from the Denisova Cave show complex
occlusal morphology (1, 12, 13). Whether these peculiar characteris-
tics of the molars are the consequence of introgression from a more
archaic Eurasian population remains to be seen but cannot be ex-
cluded since such a low-level introgression has been identified in
the Denisova 3 genome (7).

Despite the importance of theDenisovan population for the study of
human evolution, identification ofDenisovan postcranial remains relies
presently only on genomic data, since these remains of Denisovans
exhibiting diagnostic features have yet to be reported. Progress in
the identification of Denisovan skeletal remains would be in-
strumental for our understanding of this human lineage, for the iden-
tification of Denisovan remains, and for our ability to better
characterize Denisovan population genomic diversity. Here, we report
the morphometric analysis of a phalanx fragment that we show
through its mitochondrial sequence to be the larger distal part of
the original Denisova 3 phalanx, the genome of which had been pub-
lished in 2010 and 2012 (1, 2, 10). In 2009, the phalanx was cut into
two parts. The pictures of the phalanx taken by the Russian scientific
team prior to its cutting, however, have been lost. The smaller proximal
part of the bone was sent to the Max Planck Institute (MPI) for Evolu-
tionary Anthropology in Leipzig, Germany, and sampling for paleoge-
nomic analysis was performed. The larger distal part was sent to the
University of Berkeley, CA, USA, and, in 2010, from there to the
“Institut Jacques Monod” (IJM) in Paris, France, where it was mea-
sured and photographed and analyzed genetically. It was then re-
turned to the University of Berkeley in 2011.

The present analysis of both phalanx parts represents the first mor-
phological study of nondental remains of this mysterious population
that has inhabited Asia for hundreds of thousands of years, has in-
terbred sometimes with Neanderthals and possibly with more archaic
Eurasian humans, and continues to endure in the genomes of some
present-day human populations.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Complete mitogenome sequence of the Denisova 3 fifth
distal manual phalanx allows unambiguous matching of the
two parts of the Denisovan phalanx
The Denisova 3 phalanx (2008 Д-2/ 91) was identified in 2008 in layer
11.2 of the East Gallery, square D2, of the Denisova Cave, the date of
which is assumed to be more than 50 ka ago (1, 2). To unambiguously
match this distal phalanx fragment to the previously described proximal
fragment, we retrieved its complete mitogenome [mitochondrial DNA
(mtDNA)] sequence using DNA extraction and sequence capture pro-
cedures previously described (22–24). In total, 5838 unique reads were
recovered, yielding a 26.7-fold coverage of the mitochondrial genome,
of which each base was covered a minimum of twice (42 bases at two-
fold coverage) and amaximumof 70 times. The resulting consensuswas
identical to the previously published sequence (1) and represents the
first replication of the Denisova mtDNA sequence outside of the MPI
for Evolutionary Anthropology. This analysis also identified the previ-
ously proposed variable length in vivo of the polycytosine run at rCRS
(revised Cambridge Reference Sequence) position 5889 (1), here found
to be between 9 and 14 residues in length. This sequence identity indi-
cates that the two phalanx fragments belong to the same individual.

The exceptional preservation of endogenous DNA in the Denisovan
phalanx is evident not only in its high endogenous DNA content but
Fig. 1. Model of the phylogeny of Neanderthal, Denisovan, and AMH popula-
tionsover thepast 1,400,000years asdeduced frombothnuclear (blueenvelope)
and mitochondrial genomes (red lines). The vertical axis represents time in thou-
sands of years (ka) ago. Population divergence dates estimated from genomic data and
mitochondrial genome bifurcation date estimations originate from Prüfer et al. and
Meyer et al., respectively (3, 5). Markers on the left indicate the means of the estimates
for dates, and error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals. Gene flow events inferred
from genome sequences are represented as dotted blue arrows (see text).
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also in the length of the DNA fragments recovered. While an endog-
enous DNA content of 70%was recovered from the proximal fragment
using the more sensitive single-stranded DNA library preparation
method (10, 22), shotgun sequencing of the distal fragment analyzed
in this study prepared using a double-stranded library method con-
tained 11.3% endogenous content. This is in line with the ~6-fold in-
crease in endogenous content reported between these two methods
(10, 22). Previous analyses of the distribution of the endogenous
DNA fragment lengths were performed using only merged reads,
which prohibits the identification of endogenousmolecules longer than
134 nucleotides. The paired-end mapping strategy used in this study
reveals a more complete endogenous fragment length distribution.
We show all Denisova-mapping DNA fragments to have a mean
distribution of 86.7 base pairs (bp), with a median of 81.3 (Fig. 2).
The mean value is similar to that first reported [mean, 85.3 bp; (1)],
although these two means are skewed toward larger fragments since
the library construction method used for these two studies did not re-
cover the greater part of shorter fragments found in libraries prepared
with the single-stranded library method (10). The longest fragment
containing diagnosticDenisovan nucleotide sites recovered in this study
was 236 bp.

In contrast to the analyses of the proximal half of the phalanx, which
reported low levels ofmodern humanDNA contamination (0.35%) (1),
the distal half showed the presence of a much higher modern human
mitochondrial contaminant (12.1% detected by a similar method). Fur-
ther investigation revealed that this contaminant could be attributed to a
single haplogroup, J1b1a1. Since no member of the IJM laboratory in
Paris where the genetic analysis was performed carried mitochondrial
haplogroup J, we suspect this contamination to have occurred at some
point during the previous handling of the sample, prior to its prepara-
tion for genetic analysis.

Anatomical description
When the mitogenome analysis of the proximal epiphysis from the
metaphyseal surface indicated that the specimen was not a recent
modern human, it was digitized throughmicrocomputed tomography
(mCT) at theDepartment ofHumanEvolution at theMPI for Evolution-
ary Anthropology, Leipzig (courtesy of H. Temming and J.-J. Hublin).
The reconstructed image based on these scans is shown in Fig. 3. Fur-
ther sampling for nuclear DNA analysis was performed on this speci-
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men (2), and two small holes on the articular surfacewitness the drilling
procedure. The proximal fragment of the phalanx is now composed of
two pieces (the proximal epiphysis and the remains of the dorsal part of
the diaphysis) (Fig. 3).

The larger distal part of the Denisova 3 phalanx was documented in
Paris by measurements with a high-precision vernier caliper (Table 1)
and high-resolution images under a stereomicroscope (Leica MZ FLIII,
PLANAPO 0.63×) prior to sampling (Fig. 3, A, B, and D). The recon-
stituted image of the entire phalanx is shown in Fig. 3 (A and B) as a
virtual reconstruction in the dorsal (Fig. 3A) and palmar (Fig. 3B) views
of the distal and proximal part of the phalanx, combining the photo-
graphs of the distal part and the three-dimensional (3D) model of the
proximal parts. Lateral views of the distal part and several additional
views of the proximal part are also shown (Fig. 3D).

Measurements on the original and the rectified stereomicroscope
images (Table 1) yielded identical values within ±0.1 mm for the distal
and midshaft widths, showing that the pictures are accurate represen-
tations of the original bone and could be used for the purpose of a
virtual reconstruction. In the original description by Reich et al. (2),
the Denisova 3 phalanx is identified as “the proximal epiphysis of a
juvenile manual phalanx, preserving the proximal articular surface
and the bone surrounding it.” It was proposed that this distal phalanx
belonged to an immature individual, probably of an age at death of at
least 6 to 7 years but before the start of epiphyseal fusion. The phalanx
was not determined with regard to side or ray.

Here, we reanalyzed the mCT scans and photographs of the proximal
fragments (the articular surface and the semiring representing the dor-
sal half of the proximal end of the diaphysis), as well as the photographs
of the distal fragment in comparison with the distal phalanges (DPs) of
Neanderthals and of Pleistocene and recent modern humans at various
stages of development (table S1; see below). The distal border on this
surface shows traces of the sawing of the phalanx into two pieces,
consistent with those observed on the distal fragment and the proximal
semiring fragment of the diaphysis. We draw the conclusion that the
morphology of Denisova 3 is incompatible with an unfused immature
distal phalanx. First, the palmar surface of the apical tuft is characterized
by awell-defined ungual tuberosity, as is the proximalV-shaped ridge of
the tuft for the insertion of the flexor digitorum profundus tendon
sheath (Fig. 3B). Second, the proximal articular surface fragment on
the palmar surface exhibits a relief in the middle part that is unlike
the morphology of an unfused proximal epiphysis (Fig. 3B). Last, the
mCT images confirm that the distal part on the palmar surface of the
articular fragment is a piece of the diaphysis that is fusing (Fig. 3C,
red arrows), not the original border of the proximal epiphysis.

Both the semiannular dorsal surface of the diaphysis and the dorsal
part of the proximal articular fragment present rounded borders that
are consistent with the epiphysis fusing at the time of death (Fig. 3A).
Since it takes between 2 and 4 months for an epiphysis to complete the
process of fusion, once started, we conclude that the dimensions of the
phalanx are close to its final mature state (25).

In summary, the evidence from both the distal and proximal frag-
ments indicates that the Denisova 3 DP5 (fifth distal phalanx) belonged
to an adolescent. Nuclear DNA analyses show that this individual was a
female, allowing us to narrow the age at death around 13.5 years based
on the standards fromextant humans and assuming thatDenisovans had
a fairly similar development. If we accept that the phalanx is close to the
mature state, then it is possible to tentatively identify both digit and side
for Denisova 3. Considering extant modern human diversity, the esti-
mated maximum length of Denisova 3 falls best within the variability
Fig. 2. Distribution of DNA fragment lengths mapping to the Denisova mito-
chondrial sequence. Fragment lengths given in 10-bp bins are shown. Median is in-
dicated by the dotted orange line. Read pairs that did not overlap sufficiently to be
merged (i.e., longer than 134 nucleotides) but that could be mapped as paired-end
reads were analyzed individually, and fragments carrying Denisovan single nucleotide
polymorphisms (SNPs) were kept.
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of theDP5s (25). In addition, the asymmetry of the ungual tuberosity and
the curvature of the shaft in the dorsal view indicate that this DP5 is likely
from the right side [(26); I. Crevecoeur, personal observation].

Morphometric comparison
We performed morphometric analyses of the DP5 of Denisova 3 based
on the measurements taken on the original specimen and the virtual
reconstruction for the maximum length (see Fig. 4A for a schematic
representation of the various measurements considered here). Using
univariate andmultivariate analyses, we compared thesemeasurements
with data from published and unpublished DPs of Neanderthals, Pleis-
tocene modern humans, and three samples of recent modern humans
from France and Belgium dated from the Neolithic to the Middle Ages
(table S1; see Fig. 4B for a direct side-by-side comparison of a DP5 from
aNeanderthal, a Denisovan, and anAMH). The dimensions of Denisova
Bennett et al., Sci. Adv. 2019;5 : eaaw3950 4 September 2019
3 and themeans and SDs of the comparative samples are given inTable 2.
The comparison sample includes one AMH and one Neanderthal spec-
imen in which the proximal epiphyses were in the process of fusing.

With the possible exception of the proximal breadth, all dimensions
of Denisova 3 fall within the range of variation of modern humanDP5s
(Fig. 4C). The dimensions of the proximal extremity fall in the lower
part of the modern humanDP5 variation and outside that of the Nean-
derthals with regard to the articular surfacemeasurements. Thismay be
related to the state of preservation of the proximal extremity and, prob-
ably, also to its state of fusion.While themidshaft height of the diaphysis
and the distal height of the apical tuft are close to the modern human
mean, the remaining measurements fall into the lower range of the var-
iation, indicating that the Denisova 3 phalanx is gracile. Nevertheless,
the fact that we are dealingwith an adolescent femalemust be taken into
consideration with regard to potential size and gracility.
Fig. 3. Views of the Denisova 3 DP5. (A) Virtual reconstruction of the Denisova 3 DP5 in dorsal view. Three fragments of the Denisova 3 DP5 are shown. Natural color:
Photograph of the distal two-thirds of the phalanx; green: semiring of the dorsal surface of the proximal extremity of the diaphysis of the reconstituted image based on the
mCT scan; blue: its proximal articular surface. (B) Virtual reconstruction based on the mCT scan of the Denisova 3 DP5 in palmar view. (C) Virtual reconstruction of the proximal
articular fragment in distal (top) and lateral (middle) views, and the dorsopalmar mCT section of this piece at the level of the fusion (bottom). The D-P line (D, dorsal; P, palmar)
represents the location of the section on the distal view and helps to orient the bone in the lateral view. The red arrows indicate the fusing zone. (D) Additional views of the distal
fragment and the virtual reconstruction of the proximal part of theDenisova phalanx. 1 and 2: Lateral views of the distal fragment; 3: distal; 4: proximal; 5 and 6: lateral views of the
proximal fragment. The gray surfaces on the outer border of the phalanx correspond to the forceps with which the phalanx was held while the photo was taken. Photos of the
distal part of the phalanx were taken by E.-M.G., IJM, CNRS, Université de Paris, UMR 7592, Paris, France. The renderings of the mCT scans and the virtual reconstruction were
performed by B.V., Department of Anthropology, University of Toronto, Toronto, Canada.
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Table 1. Measurements of the distal part of the DP5 of Denisova 3.Measurements (in mm) of the distal part of the Denisova 3 phalanx [Denisova Cave 2008/
East Gallery/layer 11.2/square D2 Phalanx tertia (probably V)] were taken with a vernier caliper directly on the bone fragment and on rectified photographs
where applicable.
Ben
Measurement
nett et al., Sci. Adv. 2019;5 : eaaw39
With caliper on
distal part (mm)
50 4 September 2019
On rectified
photographs (mm)
Comments
Midshaft breadth
 3.60
 3.7
Proximal breadth
 5.62
 ? Cut basis
Distal breadth
 4.52
 4.65
Maximum length
 11.28
 Basis cut in a nonperpendicular way
Distal height
 2.80
Midshaft height
 3.60
 (Difficult since there is no "promontory"
above which the measurement should be taken;

here: maximal width)
Fig. 4. Measurements of the Denisovan fifth finger phalanx and comparison with those of Neanderthals and AMHs. (A) Schematic representation of the various mea-
surements of digital phalanges reported in Table 2 and here:ML,maximal length; PH, proximal height; PAH, proximal articular height; PB, proximal breadth; PAB, proximal articular
breadth; MH,midshaft height;MB,midshaft breadth; DB, distal breadth; DH, distal height. (B) Comparison of the dorsal view of the DP5 of a Neanderthal (Krapina 206.12), a recent
modern human, and the reconstructed Denisova 3. (C) Scaled Z-scores of the Denisova 3 dimensions (Den) compared to both Neanderthal (NEAND) and pooledmodern human
(MH) ranges of variation. Den_Neand, Den_RMH, Den_NDP5, andDen_MDP5 indicate the comparisonof the values of Denisova’s DP5with themean and SDof each comparative
group from Table 2: NEAND_DP and MH_DP, all distal phalanges; NDP5 and MDP5, DP5s only. Z-scores were scaled in a way that zero represents the mean of each range of
variation, and +1/−1 represent the upper and lower 95% limits of each range of variation, respectively (see Materials and Methods). Therefore, when a value is lower than −1, it
means that it falls outside the lower statistical limit (P= 0.05) of the range of variation of the comparative group in question. (D) Bivariate plot of the two first principal components
of the PCAon size-adjustedmeasurements of the DPs. MH_DP, pooled sample of Pleistocene and recentmodern humanDPs; NEAND_DP, Neanderthal DPs. MH-DP5f, fusing DP5
from the modern human sample. (E) Correlation circle between the measurements of the distal phalanx and the two first principal components of the PCA on size-adjusted
measurements of theDPs shown in (D). Photos of the distal part of the phalanxwere taken by E.-M.G., IJM, CNRS,Université de Paris, UMR 7592, Paris, France. The renderings of the
mCT scans and the virtual reconstruction were performed by B.V., Department of Anthropology, University of Toronto, Toronto, Canada. Photos of the Krapina 206.12 specimen
from the Croatian Natural History Museum collections, Zagreb, Croatia, and from the recent human specimen from the collections of UMR 5199 PACEA, Université de Bordeaux,
France, were taken by I.C., UMR 5199 PACEA, Université de Bordeaux, France.
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We performed a multivariate analysis using size-adjusted di-
mensions to allow a comparison of the DPs based on shape rather than
size. The projections along the two first principal components are given
in the two following bivariate plots. The scatterplot of the individuals is
illustrated in Fig. 4D, and the correlation circle for the original variables
in Fig. 4E. The first two principal components represent more than
50% of the total variation. A clear distinction is visible between the
Neanderthal and the modern human samples, with Denisova 3 posi-
tioned in the lower right quadrant within the modern human variation
(Fig. 4D). As expressed by the correlation circle, the Denisovan DP5
differs from that of the Neanderthals in that the former combines a nar-
row apical tuft (distal breadth)with a thickerDP, particularly at themid-
shaft and proximal end (midshaft height and proximal height) (Fig. 4E).

Neanderthal DPs have been usually described as notably different
from modern humans because of their length and the shape and
dimensions of their apical tufts [e.g., (27, 28)]. NeanderthalDPs are pro-
portionally longer with wider extremities compared with modern
humans, which gives the impression of flattening of the bone (29). This
Bennett et al., Sci. Adv. 2019;5 : eaaw3950 4 September 2019
conformation of the apical tuft amongNeanderthals seems to be related
to functional rather than cold climate adaptations (30).

These characteristics are confirmed by our analysis, but additional
observations can be made regarding the DP5s. Neanderthal DP5s seem
to occupy a specific position comparedwith the otherNeanderthal DPs.
This difference between the fifth and the other phalanges that is not
visible in the modern human sample is due to both the specific mor-
phology of theNeanderthal DP5 compared with the other digits, driven
by the shape of themidshaft and the apical tuft, which are both narrow-
er than the remaining digits. On the contrary, when not taking into ac-
count the size factor, AMH DP5s scatter within the variability of the
other DPs.

The nuclear genomes of Neanderthals and Denisovans are closer to
each other than to modern humans, and it has been estimated that the
population split time between Denisovans and Neanderthals is about
410 ka ago (5), whereas the population split time between these archaic
humans and the ancestors of AMHs is about 580 ka ago (Fig. 1) (5, 7, 10).
Despite being evolutionary sister groups, the Denisova 3 DP5 does not
Table 2. Comparison of measurements of the DP5 of Denisova 3 with those of Neanderthals and Pleistocene and recent AMHs. Measurements of
the Denisova 3 DP5 (DEN 3_DP5; in mm) based on (i) the images taken under a stereomicroscope for PH, PAH, PAB, MH, DH, and DB; (ii) the 2D reconstruction
shown in Fig. 3 for ML; and (iii) the 3D virtual reconstruction for PB, and compared with the means and ranges of the comparative samples. ML, maximal length;
PH, proximal height; PAH, proximal articular height; PB, proximal breadth; PAB, proximal articular breadth; MH, midshaft height; MB, midshaft breadth;
DB, distal breadth; DH, distal height; m, mean; s, SD; n, number; +95, upper limit of 95% of the estimated population based on the sample size; −95, lower limit
of 95% of the estimated population based on the sample size. MH_DP, value for the pooled sample of Pleistocene and recent AMH distal phalanges;
NEAND_DP, value for the Neanderthal sample of distal phalanges; DP5s, fifth distal phalanges only.
ML
 PH
 PAH
 PB
 PAB
 MH
 MB
 DH
 DB
DEN 3–DP5
 15.94
 5.00
 3.73
 7.00
 6.36
 3.34
 3.60
 2.80
 4.52
NEAND_DP
m
 20.35
 6.75
 5.64
 11.61
 10.03
 4.07
 6.27
 4.21
 9.57
s
 1.81
 1.11
 0.69
 1.56
 1.21
 0.53
 0.99
 0.65
 1.9
n
 53
 58
 52
 58
 47
 60
 60
 47
 61
+95
 19.14
 6.80
 5.47
 11.03
 9.26
 4.02
 5.23
 3.5
 7.65
−95
 16.71
 4.52
 4.25
 8.49
 7.59
 3.01
 4.29
 2.9
 5.77
NEAND_DP5
m
 19.07
 5.79
 4.97
 9.89
 8.58
 3.50
 4.90
 3.56
 7.44
s
 1.90
 0.93
 0.39
 1.51
 0.64
 0.28
 0.49
 0.39
 0.99
n
 10
 11
 10
 11
 10
 11
 11
 9
 12
+95
 23.36
 7.86
 5.85
 13.25
 10.03
 4.12
 5.99
 4.46
 9.62
−95
 14.77
 3.72
 4.09
 6.52
 7.13
 2.88
 3.81
 2.66
 5.26
MH_DP
m
 18.20
 6.47
 5.39
 10.48
 8.59
 3.81
 5.01
 3.38
 6.95
s
 1.68
 0.70
 0.64
 1.06
 0.80
 0.50
 0.76
 0.53
 1.06
n
 122
 133
 129
 133
 130
 134
 134
 115
 134
+95
 21.52
 7.85
 6.66
 12.58
 10.17
 4.8
 6.51
 4.43
 9.05
−95
 14.87
 5.09
 4.12
 8.38
 7.01
 2.82
 3.51
 2.33
 4.85
MH_DP5
m
 16.41
 5.73
 4.55
 9.13
 7.64
 3.24
 4.02
 2.80
 5.74
s
 1.29
 0.50
 0.43
 0.89
 0.76
 0.37
 0.57
 0.33
 0.90
n
 17
 15
 15
 16
 16
 17
 17
 16
 17
+95
 19.14
 6.80
 5.47
 11.03
 9.26
 4.02
 5.23
 3.5
 7.65
−95
 13.67
 4.66
 3.63
 7.23
 6.02
 2.46
 2.81
 2.1
 3.83
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exhibit any of the features seen in Neanderthals. Its morphology is in-
distinguishable from that of modern humans and located within mod-
ern human variation, which likely represents the plesiomorphic
morphology of nonpollical DPs within the genusHomo as seen in both
the Olduvai Hominin OH 7 and the Dmanisi hominins (31, 32). This
suggests that theNeanderthal-specific characters of the phalanx evolved
after the divergence of Denisovans and Neanderthals. The only Nean-
derthal DP5 that falls in the middle of the modern human variation is
from Moula-Guercy, one of the earliest members of the Neanderthal
lineage from our sample dating to around 100 ka ago (33). This obser-
vation raises the possibility that the derived properties of the Neanderthal
phalanx occurred rather late during the evolution of the Neanderthals.
The similarity between theDenisovan phalanx and those ofAMHs con-
trasts with the morphology of the molars of the Denisova individuals
that are morphologically closer to more archaic humans from theMid-
dle Pleistocene to the Late Pleistocene (2, 12, 13).
CONCLUSIONS
We could genetically link the distal part of a DP5 from the Denisova
Cave in Siberia to the Denisova 3 phalanx fragment, whose genome
identified it as a representative of a population more closely related to
Neanderthals than to modern humans. Morphometric analysis based
on high-resolution pictures, linear measurements, and the comparison
with theDP5s ofNeanderthals as well as Pleistocene and recentmodern
humans shows that it is within the range of variation of the dimensions
of the DP5s of modern humans and distinct from that of Neanderthals.
We propose that this represents the plesiomorphic morphology within
the genus Homo (32), consistent with the morphology of early Homo
DPs (31, 32), and that the derived morphology of the Neanderthal pha-
lanx evolved after their split from the ancestors of the young woman
from the Denisova Cave (see Fig. 1). This finding calls for caution when
identifying potential Denisovan postcranial skeletal remains beyond
Denisova, as their morphology might be ambiguous or more similar
to modern humans than to Neanderthals.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Recovery of the phalanx
In 2009, the phalanx was cut into two parts. Unfortunately, the pictures
of the phalanx taken by the Russian scientific team prior to its cutting
have been lost. The smaller proximal part of the bonewas sent to theMPI
for Evolutionary Anthropology in Leipzig, Germany, and sampling for
paleogenomic analysis was performed by drilling into the proximal
epiphysis from the metaphyseal surface. The larger distal part was sent
to the University of Berkeley, CA, USA, and, in 2010, from there to the
IJM in Paris, France, where it was measured and photographed, and a
thin portion, removed from the proximal end of the distal part of the
phalanx, was analyzed genetically. It was then returned to theUniversity
of Berkeley in 2011.

Determination of the age of the individual
According to Scheuer and Black (25), when fusing, the palmar border of
the proximal epiphysis develops amedial and lateral tongue of bone that
grows upward toward the diaphysis. The dorsal surface responds differ-
ently by forming a sloping distal metaphyseal surface, which is convex
dorsopalmarly. The fusion of the distal phalangeal epiphysis occurs at
the age between 13.6 and 16 years, depending on the sex (34). Since both
the semiannular dorsal surface of the diaphysis and the dorsal part of
Bennett et al., Sci. Adv. 2019;5 : eaaw3950 4 September 2019
the proximal articular fragment present rounded borders that are
consistent with the epiphysis fusing at the time of death (Fig. 3A) and
since it takes between 2 and 4 months for an epiphysis to complete the
process of fusion, once started, we concluded that the dimensions of the
phalanx are close to its final mature state (25).

Measurements of the phalanx
The larger distal part of theDenisova 3 phalanx hadbeenmeasuredwith
a high-precision vernier caliper (0 to 200 mm; Graduation 0.02 mm,
DIN862) prior to sampling for DNA analysis (see Table 1). Then, images
were taken under a stereomicroscope (Leica MZ FLIII, PLANAPO
0.63×) on a graph paper background. These images were rectified using
the graph paper as a perspective reference and scale in Adobe Photoshop
CC (Perspective tool, Adobe Inc. 2018).

Morphometric analyses
For the morphometric comparative analysis, DPs from published and
unpublished Neanderthals, Pleistocene modern humans, and three
samples of recent modern humans from France and Belgium dated
from the Neolithic to the Middle Ages (including a modern human
and a Neanderthal DP5 undergoing epiphyseal fusion) were assigned
to a specific digit based on their respective length and robustness
[DP3≥DP4 > DP2 > DP5; (25)] and the morphology of their extrem-
ities (table S1) (26, 27, 35).When uncertain, the DPswere pooled in two
additional ranks: DP2–4 or DP2–5. Themeasurements used were those
defined byMusgrave (36) for phalanges. The dimensions of Denisova 3
used were those taken on the original specimen for all measurements
except themaximum length, whichwas taken on the virtual reconstruc-
tion of the two fragments (Table 2).

We used univariate and multivariate analyses to explore the mor-
phometric characteristics of the DP5 Denisova 3. To compare the
dimensions of Denisova 3 to the means and SDs of the Neanderthal
and modern human comparative groups, we calculated the scaled
Z-score with the distribution variance estimated by the sample var-
iance. The scaled Z-score was chosen such that at Z = 1, it will corre-
spond to a 5% P value for two tails. This was achieved by introducing a
scaling factor for the Z-score, which effectively uses a normal
distribution with zero mean and variance 1/1.9599. The scaled Z-score
was estimatedmodeling a student’s distribution and correcting for sam-
ple size using the following formula (37, 38)

Z* ¼ ∣X �m∣

t0:975;n�1*
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
s2 1þ 1

n

� �q

where Z* is the scaled Z-score, X is the Denisova 3 measurement, m is
the mean of the corresponding measurement in the Neanderthal or
AMH population, s is the SD, and n is the sample size. Last, t0.975;n-1 is
the 97.5%unilateral quantile of the Student’s distribution for n− 1 degree
of freedom. The multivariate analysis of the various DPs was performed
using principal components analyses (PCAs) on dimensions that were
size adjusted through the normalization of each dimension by the geo-
metric mean of all dimensions (39, 40).

DNA extraction, mitochondrial enrichment, and sequencing
DNA extraction, purification, and library construction were performed
in the high-containment ancient DNA laboratory of the IJM in Paris
(see the Supplementary Materials). Bone powder (39 mg) was scraped
with a sterile scalpel from the proximal surface, which had been cut
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prior to its arrival at the IJM. It was then incubated in 1.5 ml of 0.5 M
EDTA, 0.25 M PO4

3− (pH 8.0), and 1% b-mercaptoethanol extraction
solution and placed on a rotating mixer for 22 hours at 37°C. DNA
was purified with a silica membrane spin column (QIAquick Gel Ex-
traction kit, Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) using a modified QIAquick
protocol that increases the ratio of guanidine thiocyanate and isopropa-
nol to sample volume [modified from (23); see the Supplementary
Materials]. After treating with USER enzyme mix to eliminate cytosine
deaminated bases, double-stranded libraries were prepared from 1 ml
of purified extract using the NxSeq AmpFREE LowDNA Library Kit
(Lucigen, Middleton, WI, USA), but substituting dual-barcoded single-
stranded library adapters (41) for the indexing primers supplied
by Lucigen. Amplified libraries were purified/size selected using
NucleoMag beads (Macherey-Nagel) with a volume ratio of beads to
libraries of 1:3. Theywere then enriched formtDNAwith a single round
of capture using biotinylated RNA baits generated from human
mtDNA (courtesy of L. Cardin and S. Brunel), as previously described
(24), except that the final elution of captured libraries from the beads
was performed with a 5-min incubation step at 95°C in 30 ml of 10 mM
Tris-HCl, 0.05%Tween 20, followed by the transfer of the supernatant
to a clean tube. Enriched libraries were amplified, then purified using
NucleoMag beads, and quantified using a NanoDrop ND-1000 spec-
trophotometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA), a Qubit
2.0 Fluorometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific), quantitative polymerase
chain reaction (PCR), and a Bioanalyzer (Agilent, Santa Clara, CA,
USA). Libraries were then sequenced on an Illumina MiSeq system
using a v3 Reagent Kit for 2 × 76 cycles and substituting the custom
CL72 primer for read 1 as described (41). A more detailed description
is available in the Supplementary Materials and Methods.

Sequence analysis
Adapters were trimmed, sequences were merged, and reads shorter
than 28 bp were discarded. Unmerged reads were kept apart and pro-
cessed in parallel. All reads were then aligned to the Denisova mito-
chondrial genome sequence (1) using BWA aln (42), followed by
either samse (merged reads) or sampe (nonmerged reads), and
duplicate reads were removed. The two resulting bam files were then
merged into a single file, and a consensus sequence was constructed.

The level of contaminating modern human DNA was measured by
aligning the reads to a multi-fasta reference sequence containing both
the Denisova and modern human rCRS mitochondrial sequences, re-
moving PCR duplicates, and counting reads and bases overlapping any
of the 182 sites where the Denisovan mitochondrial sequence is differ-
ent from a panel of modern humans. This resulted in 12.1% bases and
13.9% reads originating from modern human mitochondria. A consen-
sus modern human contaminating sequence covering 89% of bases was
generated from reads mapping to the human rCRS rather than to the
Denisovan sequence, and haplogroup assignment was assessed both
by using the K-mer–based haplogroup assignment software Phy-Mer
(43) and by its position on a maximum likelihood tree of reference
haplogroups. A more detailed description is available in the Supple-
mentary Materials and Methods.
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS
Supplementary material for this article is available at http://advances.sciencemag.org/cgi/
content/full/5/9/eaaw3950/DC1
Supplementary Materials and Methods
Table S1. Composition of the comparative samples of DPs.
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